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I. INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE 

PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME, POSITION AND BUSINESS ADDRESS. 

My name is Elisabeth Eden. I am Executive Director, Financial Planning and 

Business Analysis for PNMR Services Company ("PNMR Services"). PNMR 

Services provides corporate services through shared services agreements to PNM 

Resources, Inc. ("PNMR") and all of its subsidiaries, including Public Service 

Company of New Mexico ("PNM"). My address is 414 Silver Avenue, SW, 

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87102. 

PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES AS EXECUTIVE 

DIRECTOR, FINANCIAL PLANNING AND BUSINESS ANALYSIS. 

As Executive Director, Financial Planning and Business Analysis I am responsible 

for the financial planning and budget activities for PNMR and its subsidiaries, 

including PNM. My responsibilities include the formulation of strategies and 

plans to accomplish financial objectives and lead strategic initiatives with large 

financial implications for PNMR and its subsidiaries. My educational background 

and experience is summarized in PNM Exhibit EAE-1. 
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HAVE YOU PREVIOUSLY TEST[FIED IN UTILITY REGULATION 

PROCEEDINGS? 

Yes I have testified before this Commission in Case Nos. 10-00029-UT, 10-

00629-UT and 12-00096-UT. I have also testified in front of the Public Utility 

Commission of Texas. 

\\'HAT IS THE PlJRPOSE OF YOUR DIRECT TESTIMONY? 

The purpose of my testimony is to explain why maintaining PNM's financial health is in 

the best interests of PNM' s customers and how the requested rate relief is an important 

component in maintaining PNM' s financial health. In addition, I discuss the purchase 

and extension of Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station (''PVNGS" or "Palo Verde") 

leases and proposed annuitization of gas pension benefits. Specifically, in the sections 

that follow, I discuss: 

• the importance of maintaining PNM' s credit ratings and sound financial health; 

• PNM' s proposed capital structure and cost of capital; 

• the purchase and extension of eight PVNGS Units l and 2 leases; and 

• the proposed annuitization of pension participant benefits related to the 2009 sale of 

PNM' s natural gas operations. 

2 
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Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE SCHEDULES THAT YOU ARE SPONSORING. 

2 A. I am sponsoring the following Rule 530 Schedules, which were prepared by me or 

3 Lmder my direct supervision: G-01 through G-10, and Q-03 through Q-05. 

4 

5 II. SUMMARY OF KEY CONCLUSIONS 

6 Q. ~1IA TARE THE KEY CONCLUSIONS OF YOlJR TESTIMONY? 

7 A. First, maintaining PNM' s sow1d financial health is very important because it means that 

8 our customers can rely on PNM to deliver long-term, high quality, reliable service while 

9 allowing PNM to raise capital on favorable terms. This ultimately translates into lower 

10 financing costs and thus lower rates for customers, which is particularly important at this 

11 time given PNM's planned capital investments of approximately $1.7 billion between 

12 2014 and 2018. 

13 

14 Second, PNM should maintain a properly balanced capital structure comprised of debt 

15 and equity in propmtions that are balanced so as to minimize the long-tenn after-tax cost 

16 of capital for the benefit of customers. The capital structure utilized by PNM in the 

17 determination of Test Period revenue requirements consists of 50.0% long-term 

18 debt, 0.4% preferred stock and 49.6% common equity. 

19 

20 Third, PNM has developed a strategy to retain its capacity at PVNGS, which 

21 continues to serve customers reliably and economically. PNM's strategy to 

3 
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extend or purchase its existing PVNGS leases preserves ongoing generating 

capacity and diversifies purchase price risk by securing the leases with very short 

extension options today, while maintaining the option to purchase the leases with 

longer extension options in the future. 

Finally, in order to mitigate its ongoing gas pension liability, for which it does not 

recover any costs from customers, PNM would like to purchase annuities from an 

insurance company for the remaining gas share of costs. There would be no 

impact to customers compared to the existing liability and pension expense. 

Il\IIPORTANCE OF CREDIT RATINGS AND J;,INANCIAL HEALTH 

WHAT TOPICS DO YOU ADDRESS IN THIS SECTION OF YOUR DIRECT 

TESTIMONY? 

In this section of my direct testimony, I address tt~e benefits to customers of maintaining 

PNM' s good credit ratings and sound financial health. 

WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY SOUND FINANCIAL HEALTH? 

To a utility, sound financial health means that it has sufficient revenues from its 

utility operations to meet its ongoing costs of doing business, so that it may attract 

and maintain needed capital on favorable terms, including paying reasonable 

dividends to its shareholders. The financial health of a regulated utility is a 

4 
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function of many factors, such as its capital structure, return on equity ("ROE"), 

capital investment needs, cash flow and regulatory environment. Sound financial 

health results in strong credit ratings that allow the utility to raise debt at a lower 

borrowing cost, and refinance debt at opportune times, resulting in savings for 

customers. Similarly, it results in a strong common stock price that allows the 

utility or its parent, as the case may be, to access the equity capital markets on 

favorable terms, thereby maximizing sales proceeds without undue dilution of 

existing shareholders' equity. 

PLEASE EXPLAIN WHY SOUND FINANCIAL HEALTH IS IMPORTANT 

TO THE CUSTOMERS OF A UfiLITY. 

PNM's sound financial health means that our customers can rely on PNM to 

deliver long-term, high quality, reliable service while allowing PNM to raise 

capital on favorable terms. This ultimately translates into lower financing costs 

and thus lower rates for customers because of the significant capital requirements 

of electric utilities. 

"WHAT IS THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THIS PROCEEDING IN TERMS OF 

PNM'S FINANCIAL HEALTH? 

For PNM, this rate case is very important to its ability to maintain sound financial 

health. The requested rates will continue to support PNM' s financial metrics and 

5 
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credit ratings to allow it to obtain financing on favorable terms. The timing of 

this case is critical in light of long-term debt financing required to fund PNM's 

planned capital investments, which total approximately $1.7 billion between 2014 

and 2018. 

HOW DOES PNM FUND ITS CAPITAL AND OPERATIONAL 

EXPENDITURES? 

PNM utilizes the cash tlow from operations to provide funds for both construction 

and operational expenditures. If cash flow from operations is insufficient to fund 

its ongoing O&M and capital needs, PNM typically finances that shortfall through 

its revolving credit facilities, which currently total $450 million ("Revolvers''). 

Once there is a sufficient amount of short-term debt (typically $150-300 million) 

on the Revolvers, PNM will issue long-term bonds in the capital markets to more 

closely match the long-term nature of the assets being financed and restore 

liquidity under the Revolvers. In addition to using cash t1ow from operations, 

PNMR contributes equity, as necessary, to ensure that the capital structure 

remains properly balanced to maintain an investment grade credit rating and stay 

in line with PNM' s approved regulatory capital structure, which I address in this 

testimony. 

6 
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WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO MATCH LONG-TERM ASSETS WITH 

LONG-TERM FINANCING? 

A general principle of financing is to match the term or length of the financing 

with the useful life of the asset being financed. For example, one should pay cash 

for a meal since it is an immediately consumed asset under this principle. The 

purchase of a car that is expected to be utilized for 5-10 years should be financed 

with a loan of no more than ten years. There are more considerations that a 

corporate entity takes into account when making financing decisions, but 

generally there is consistency between the useful life of the assets and the 

underlying financing. Although assets such as generation plants have useful lives 

spanning several decades, PNM typically issues long-term debt with 10-year 

maturities, which are then refinanced for additional 1 0-year terms as needed, 

because this is generally the most liquid and cost-effective segment of the long-

term debt capital markets. 

WHAT ARE CREDIT RATINGS AND HOW ARE THEY USED? 

Credit ratings are assigned to a company's debt by credit rating agencies such as 

Moody's Investors Services ("Moody's") and Standard & Poor's Rating Services 

("S&P"). The ratings reflect the agencies' assessment of the risk that a company 

will be unable to make interest and principal payments, and thereby default on its 

debts. Potential lenders use credit ratings as a measure of the risk of default and 

7 
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charge a lower interest rate to borrowers with higher credit ratings. Conversely, 

borrowers with lower credit ratings are perceived to be riskier, and must pay a 

higher interest rate on debt. Equity investors also consider credit ratings and 

typically require higher equity returns on investments in firms that have lower 

credit ratings. 

WHAT ARE THE CATEGORIES OF CREDIT RATINGS? 

Moody's and S&P use similar categories of credit ratings as shown in the table 

below, with Aaa or AAA representing the highest credit ratings: 

Moody's Category S&P Category 

Aaa AAA 
Investment Grade A a AA 
Ratings i\ A 

Baa BBB 

Ba I BB I 

B B I 

Below Investment Caa CCC 
Grade Ratings Ca cc 

c c 
-- D 

Within each rating category, Moody's assigns a number between 1 and 3 while 

S&P assigns a "+" or "-" to further distinguish ratings within that category. For 

example a rating from Moody's of Baal is higher than Baa2 or Baa3, and a rating 

from S&P of BBB+ is higher than BBB or BBB-. In addition, the rating agencies 

assign a Positive, Negative or Stable outlook to the credit rating, which indicates 

8 
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whether their next action is likely to be an upgrade, downgrade or no change to 

the existing rating. 

WHAT IS AN INVESTMENT GRADE RATING? 

A rating of at least Baa3 from Moody's or BBB- from S&P is considered to be an 

investment grade rating. Debt that is rated investment grade can be held by a 

larger universe of investors and generally has a lower interest rate because it is 

considered less risky than debt that is rated below investment grade. Companies 

that are rated below investment grade may not be able to access capital in capital-

constrained market conditions, except possibly under onerous terms and 

conditions. A common colloquialism for non-investment grade bonds is ·'junk 

bonds." 

WHAT IS THE OPTil_\.;IAL CREDIT RATING FOR AI~ ELECTRIC UTILITY 

IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE THE MOST INVESTOR DEMAND AT THE BEST 

MARKET PRICES'? 

Market perceptions of the investment risk of a utility vary over time, so there is 

not a single optimal credit rating for a utility under all economic conditions. 

While a AAA rating would provide a utility with the best access to the capital 

markets at the lowest debt financing cost, most utilities seck to maintain at least a 

strong BBB credit rating, which provides for adequate access to the capital 

9 
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markets while needing lower revenue requirements to support the rating when 

compared to the revenue requirement that would be needed to maintain a AAA 

credit rating. Earning a AAA credit rating would require a much higher 

proportion of equity in the capital structure, which would be significantly more 

expensive for customers. 

WHAT ARE PNM'S CURRENT CREDIT RATINGS? 

Moody's and S&P rate PNM's senior unsecured debt at Baa2/ BBB, respectively, 

which are both investment grade ratings. In addition, the "outlook" for PNM 

from both Moody's and S&P is Positive. Recent rating agency reports indicate 

that they expect PNM to continue its effm1s to maintain financial stability and 

strong credit metrics, accompanied by rate recovery to support any new debt. 

PLEASE DESCRIBE HOW PNM'S CURRENT CREDIT RATINGS 

COMPARE TO THAT OF OTHER REGULATED ELECTRIC UfiLITIES. 

In S&P's report published on July 30, 2013: "Issuer Ranking: U.S. Regulated 

Electric Utilities, Strongest to Weakest," PNM was ranked 176th out of 227 

utilities or in the bottom 25% despite improved credit ratings since 2008. 

However, since that time, PNM has received a positive outlook from both credit 

rating agencies which would move its ranking to approximately 145th out of 227 

utilities, which remains below the median ranking. 

lO 
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HOW CRITICAL IS IT FOR PNM TO MAINTAIN ITS INVESTMENT 

GRADE CREDIT RATINGS? 

Maintaining an investment grade credit rating is especially critical at this juncture 

because of PNM's capital expenditure and financing requirements during the next 

five years. Investors use PNM's credit ratings to determine their willingness to 

invest in PNM, and at what price. The rating agencies typically will formally 

reassess a company's credit ratings annually and in conjunction with a major 

capital expenditure program and financing. Investors commonly rely on the credit 

ratings published by the rating agencies to determine whether they will invest in a 

company and the return that they require on their investment. A lower credit 

rating directly results in a higher cost of debt and less access to the financial 

markets. Given the global financial uncertainty that has existed over the last few 

years, and still exists, if PNM' s credit ratings were to again fall below investment 

grade, investors may increase the return that they require on their capitai or could 

decide not to invest in PNM. Credit ratings therefore impact not only the cost of 

PNM's capital, but may also have a direct impact on PNM's access to capital. 

Under severe economic conditions, this could atlect PNM's liquidity and its 

ability to reliably and affordably serve its customers. 

The rating agencies continually review PNM's current and projected financial 

health, which is materially affected by regulatory recovery, cash flow, capital 

11 
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investments and the financing for those investments. Regulatory risk is a critical 

factor in determining a utility's credit rating. A regulatory environment that 

allows for timely cost recovery of prudent expenditures is a positive consideration 

for a utility achieving and maintaining an investment grade rating. Therefore, for 

PNM to maintain its access to capital and fund necessary capital expenditures on 

favorable terms, it must maintain its investment grade status. This will ensure 

that PNM will continue to have access to favorably priced capital, even in the face 

of some adverse or unpredictable event or some structural shift in capital markets. 

Any delays, uncertainties or denials in the recovery could hurt PNM' s credit 

quality. 

HAS PNM'S ACCESS TO THE CAPITAL l\1ARKETS BEEN ADVERSELY 

IlVIPACTED IN THE PAST DUE TO ITS CREDIT RATINGS'! 

Yes. In late 2007 to mid-2008, PNM was downgraded three times in a very short 

period of time to a below investment grade rating of BB+ by S&P and to Baa3 by 

Moody's, its lowest investment grade rating, while placing PNM on review for 

possible further downgrade. These actions resulted from the credit rating 

agencies' concerns about PNM's deteriorating credit metrics at the time and their 

reactions to a Recommended Decision in PNM's 2007 rate case (Case No. 07-

00077-UT) which recommended approving only about 30% of PNM's requested 

revenue increase and denial of a fuel and purchased power cost adjustment clause 

12 
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("FPPCAC"). S&P noted in its March 10, 2008 report titled ''PNM Resources' 

And Subs' Outlook Is Revised to Negative", PNM Exhibit EAE-2: 

The negative outlook reflects our perception of increased 
regulatory risk at PNM that, if not managed or mitigated, 
could harm credit quality and lead to lower ratings for 
PNMR and its subsidiaries .... The hearing examiner's 
recommendation in PNM's pending electric rate case ... 
could lead to weaker credit metrics than previously 
expected if adopted by the New Mexico Public Service 
[sic] Commission .... In addition, the company's liquidity 
position is stretched and maturities coming due in 2008 will 
necessitate access to markets. 

Moody's removed the potential for a further downgrade as a result of the Final 

Order in that case, which improved the rate relief slightly, to about 44% of the 

initial request, and postponed the decision on a FPPCAC. Moody's deferred 

further action while awaiting the Commission's decision on a FPPCAC. The 

Commission ultimately approved a FPPCAC for PNM, significantly improving 

cash t1ows, and resulting in no further adverse credit action by Moody's or S&P, 

which allowed PNM to at least maintain a split credit rating at the time, i.e., S&P 

rated PNM below investment grade and Moody's rated PNM at its lowest 

investment grade level. 

In addition, the global financial crisis that began in 2008 impaired access to the 

capital markets for all but the highest rated borrowers. fndeed, prior to the 

Commission's action authorizing a FPPCAC, PNM had been advised by debt 

underwriters that PNM' s deteriorating financial condition and the uncettainty 

13 
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about the outcome of the FPPCAC and the 2007 rate case would prevent PNM 

from issuing long-term debt, at any cost, in the then-existing capital-constrained 

market. 

When PNM was finally able to access the capital markets, it had to pay an interest 

rate of 7.95% on $350 million of 10-year fixed rate bonds, which was 

significantly higher than the rate of approximately 6% that it would have paid had 

it been investment grade at the time. This difference translates into an additional 

$6.8 million of annual interest, or $68 million over the 10-year term of the bonds. 

In the best of times, PNM must maintain investment grade credit ratings to 

minimize financing costs. But as demonstrated by PNM' s past experience, 

investment grade ratings are especially important when capital markets are 

volatile and there is uncertainty in the market. Although capital markets today are 

not in the crisis mode that existed in 2008, there remains a considerable level of 

uncertainty and volatility. 

WHAT FACTORS COULD CAUSE A DO\VNGRADE IN PNM'S CREDIT 

RATINGS? 

PNM's credit ratings or outlooks could be revised downward if adverse rate case 

mlings or cost recovery disallowances result in a deterioration of cash flow, or if 

there is uncertainty regarding the adequate and timely recovery of significant costs. 

14 
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In its report on June 24, 2014, PNM Exhibit EAE-3, Moody's stated that PNM's 

rating could be adjusted downward "if we believe the New Mexico regulatory 

framework becomes less supportive or more unpredictable which results in 

unexpectedly adverse regulatory decisions or cost recovery disallowances; or if 

financial metrics deteriorated .... " In its repmt on April 30, 2014, PNM Exhibit 

EAE-4, S&P cited similar factors that could cause a rating downgrade and noted that 

PNM' s current positive outlook "reflects the probability that the company's 

continued efforts to manage regulatory risk could result in a gradually improving 

business risk profile." 

COULD ADEQUATE AND TIMELY COST RECOVERY RESULT IN AN 

UPGRADE OF PNM'S CREDIT RATING? 

Yes. Granting adequate and timely cost recovery will be viewed favorably by the 

rating agencies and will contribute to maintaining and possibly improving PNM's 

credit rating. On June 24, 2014, when Moody's affirmed PNM's Positive rating 

outlook, PNM Exhibit EAE-3, it stated: 

PNM' s positive rating outlook reflects our expectation that the 
regulatory environment in New Mexico continues to improve; 
financial metrics will continue to strengthen; and that the 
timeline for the San Juan enviromnental compliance 
requirements plays out such that PNM is able to recover 
prudently i.11.cu.rred costs and investments in a reasonably timely 
manner. 

Clearly, the credit rating agencies are monitoring the Commission's decisions and 

their impact on PNM's financial health. Therefore, favorable rulings on PNM's 
15 
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proposals in this case would strengthen the rationale for an upgrade in its credit 

rating from the mid-BBB range to the high-BBB range in line with the majority of 

regulated U.S. electric utilities. 

HOW \VOULD A CREDIT RATING DOWNGRADE AFFECT PNM'S 

I<'INANCING COST? 

A one-notch downgrade in PNM's credit ratings could result in an increase in its 

borrowing cost on new 10-year debt of approximately 0.40% while a two-notch 

downgrade could increase its borrowing cost by an additional 0.60%, or a total of 

1% from its current cost, based on current market conditions and as shown in 

PNM Exhibit EAE-5. The table below summarizes the estimated effects of a one-

notch or two-notch downgrade on PNM' s borrowing cost based on indicative 

levels from several banks and $750 million of debt issuances that PNM 

anticipates over the next five years to fund new capital expenditures and refinance 

maturing long-term debt. A 10-year maturity is assumed because it is the most 

common maturity for a utility debt financing, and therefore the most liquid and 

cost-effective form of long-term financing available. 

PNM Indicative Moody's I S&P Interest Annual Interest Total Interest 
Borrowing Costs Ratings Rate 

Current rating Baa2 /BBB 4.73'1011 ) 

One-notch downgrade Baa3 /BBB- 5.13% 

Two-notch downgrade Bal/BB+ 5.73% 

01 Interest rate based on projected financing in October 2015. 

16 

Expense for 10 Years 

$35.5 MM $355 MM 

$38.5 MM $385 MM 

$43.0MM $430MM 
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Over 10 years, the impact of a one-notch downgrade on this long-term debt would 

be approximately $30 million in today's low interest rate environment, while the 

impact of a two-notch downgrade would be approximately $75 million. This 

represents a significant cost to customers. This is based on today's interest rate 

differential of approximately 1% between BBB and BB spreads. However, as 

shown in PNM Exhibit EAE-5, this differential reached almost 5% in 2009 or five 

times greater than current spreads and interest costs. Under those conditions, the 

impact of a one-notch downgrade on all of this debt would be $150 million, while 

the impact of a two-notch downgrade would be $375 million over 10 years, which 

is a significant cost to ratepayers. And these are only the debt costs. The equity 

return required by shareholders to compensate for the risk of investing in a 

company with deteriorating credit ratings would also go up substantially. Also, as 

seen in prior periods when PNM was rated below investment grade, 

counterparties to transactions with PNM (for example, off-system electricity 

trading, natural gas purchases for gas plants, or electricity and natural gas hedging 

activities) demand higher compensation or guarantees to protect themselves from 

the greater risk PNM might not be able to pay its bills in full or in a timely 

fashion. Either higher compensation or guarantees increases the cost of these 

transactions. The costs of falling below investment grade can be very costly and 

last for many years. 

17 
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WHAT IMPACT WOULD A CREDIT DOWNGRADE HAVE ON PNM'S 

EXISTING CREDIT LINE? 

In addition the increased long-term debt costs quantified above, PNM would incur 

additional short-term borrowing costs resulting from a downgrade on PNM's 

$450 million Revolvers. The impact of a one-notch downgrade on the Revolvers 

would be an increase in the interest rate by 25 bps (0.25%) and the impact of a 

two-notch downgrade would be an increase of 50 bps (0.50% ). 

WILL GRANTING PNM'S APPI~ICATION AS REQUESTED BE 

HELPFUL IN KEEPING FINANCING COSTS DOWN? 

Yes. The cost of capital, both debt and equity, is directly related to the risk of 

repayment. If the perceived risk of repayment is high, then the cost of the capital 

is higher than it would be if the risk of repayment and corresponding uncertainty 

were lower. As indicated in the reports cited above, rating agencies, and 

ultimately potential lenders and investors, place substantial weight on their 

assessment of the regulatory environment in which the utility operates in 

assessing the risk of repayment for a regulated utility. New Mexico has not 

historically been considered a credit supportive regulatory regime. Even with the 

constructive NMPRC orders in recent years, New Mexico is still ranked among 

the least credit supportive regulatory environments in the country (See PNM 

Exhibit EAE-6) because of historical adverse decisions including the 
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Recommended Decision and Final Order in PNM's 2007 rate case that I described 

earlier. Granting PNM' s Application will be viewed by the rating agencies and 

providers of debt and equity capital as evidence of lower risk and uncertainty 

resulting from a more constructive regulatory environment. Therefore, the cost of 

the capital will be lower, creating savings for customers, and necessary access to 

the capital markets will be facilitated to help assure continued reliability of 

serv1ce. 

IV. PROPOSED CAPITAL STRUCTURE AND COST OF CAPITAL 

WHAT TOPICS DO YOU ADDRESS IN THIS SECTION OF YOUR DIRECT 

TESTIMONY? 

In this section of my direct testimony, I address PNM' s proposed capital stmcture 

and average cost of capital. 

WHAT IS A PROPERLY BALANCED CAPITAL STRUCTURE? 

A properly balanced utility capital structure is one that is comprised of debt and 

equity in proportions that are balanced so as to minimize the long-term after-tax 

cost of capital for the benefit of customers. Interest paid on debt is tax deductible, 

contributing to a lower cost for debt than equity, so generally a corporation 

benefits from its use. However, if too much debt is in the capital structure, the 

risk of default increases, credit ratings deteriorate, and the cost of debt and 
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consequently equity increases, offsetting any tax benefits, and the availability of 

financing becomes less certain. The cost of equity is not tax deductible and is 

generally more expensive than debt because it is a riskier investment, but in spite 

of this, equity is required to balance the debt in a capital structure. Greater 

amounts of equity in a capital structure reduce default risk for debt holders, 

resulting in higher credit ratings, a lower cost of debt and better access to debt 

financing when needed. Therefore, an optimal balance of debt and equity is 

necessary in a fim1's capital structure to minimize the long-term after-tax cost of 

capital. 

This optimal balance of debt and equity differs by industry, and often by company 

within an industry. Industries with more business risk, such as high tech, have 

less debt, whereas industries with less business risk. like regulated utilities, can 

support more financial risk and therefore more debt. Generally, an appropriate 

range for electric utilities is an approximate mix of 50% debt and 50% equity, 

plus or minus 5%, which corresponds to the 45% to 55% debt range that Moody's 

considers appropriate for Baa-rated utilities 1. 

1 "Proposed Refinements to the Regulated Utilities Rating Methodology and our Evolving View of US 
Utility Regulation," Moody's Investors Service, September 23. 2013. 
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WHAT CAPITAL STRUCTURE WAS USED IN THE DETERMINATION 

OF THE TEST PERIOD REVENUE REQUIREMENTS? 

The capital structure utilized in the determination of Test Period revenue 

requirements is based on an average of PNM' s projected capital structure for the 

period December 2015 through December 2016, reflecting projected debt 

issuances and refinancing expected to occur in that thirteen month period. The 

projected capital stmcture consists of 49.7% long-term debt, 0.4?o preferred stock, 

and 49.9% common equity. However, the capital structure utilized by PNM in the 

determination of Test Period revenue requirements consists of 50.0% long-term 

debt, 0.4% preferred stock and 49.6% common equity, which results in a more 

favorable cost of capital for customers due to the lower amount of common 

equity. PNM's actual capital structure as of June 30, 2014 was 49.3% long-term 

debt, 0.4% preferred stock, and 50.3% common equity. 

HAS PNJ\tl HAD ITS PROPOSED TEST PERIOD CAPITAL STRUCTURE 

INDEPENDENTLY ANALYZED? 

Yes. PNM witness Robert B. Hevert conducted an analysis of utility capital 

structures utilizing a proxy group of utilities as shown in PNM Exhibit RBH-11. 

It is his conclusion that PNM's proposed capital structure is consistent with the 

proxy compames and reasonable for purposes of determining PNM's rate of 

return. 
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WHAT ROE DID PNM USE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF TEST PERIOD 

REVENUE REQUIREMENTS? 

PNM used an ROE of 10.5()% in the Test Period, which is PNM's cost of equity 

capital as determined by PNM witness Robert B. Hevert. 

WHAT COST OF DEBT DID PNM USE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF 

TEST PERIOD REVENUE REQUIREMENTS? 

PNM used its projected C~)St of 6.12% for the debt component of the capital 

structure in the development of test period revenue requirements. 

HOW DID PNM CALCULATE THE COST OF DEBT USED IN THE 

DEVELOPMENT OF TEST PERIOD REVENUE REQUIREl\fENTS'? 

PNM adjusted the base period average cost of debt to account for an expected 

issuance of $175 million of Senior Unsecured Notes ("SUNs") in October 2015 

and $50 million of SUNs in May 2016. PNM's expected interest rates on these 

notes are 4.73% and 5.069.'. In addition, PNM is expecting to refinance $39.3 

million of tax-exempt PoUution Control Bonds ("PCBs") in June 2015. The 

assumed interest rate for that refinancing is 4.17%. The inclusion of the new 

SUNs and refinancing of the PCBs results in a test period weighted average cost 

of debt of 6.12%. The support for the cost of debt calculation is included in Rule 

530 Schedule G-3. PNM's current weighted average cost of debt is 6.35%. 
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HOW DID PNM ESTlMATE THE INTEREST RATES USED FOR NEW 

ISSUANCES AND REFINANCINGS INCLUDED IN THE WEIGHTED 

AVERAGE COST OF DEBT? 

The interest rates used for the new taxable issuances and refinancings are based 

on a forecast of PNM' s projected borrowing costs at the time of the issuance or 

refinancing, which in turn consists of two components: ( l) the projected interest 

rate for risk-free U.S. Treasuries, and (2) PNM's credit spread over this risk-free 

rate. Future Treasury rates are taken from publicly available forward interest rate 

curves, which can be obtained through sources such as Bloomberg, L.P. These 

curves show the market's expectation of the future Treasury yield for a given 

maturity and issuance date in the future. PNM then adds a credit spread reflecting 

its current credit ratings as well as issuance costs to estimate the all-in boiTowing 

cost for a future financing. For tax-exempt debt, PNM uses the same 

methodology and applies a percentage to the taxable interest rate based on the 

current market relationship between taxable and tax-exempt interest rates. 

WHAT COST OF PREFERRED STOCK DID PNJ\;1 USE IN THE 

DEVELOPMENT OF TEST PERIOD REVENUE REQUIREMENTS? 

PNM used its actual embedded cost of 4.62% for the prefeiTed stock component 

of the capital structure in both the Base Period and Test Period. The support for 

the cost of preferred stock is included in Rule 530 Schedule G-5. 
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WHAT IS THE WEIGHTED AVERAGE COST OF CAPITAL ("WACC") 

FOR THE TEST PERIOD? 

The W ACC for the test period, which is the return to be applied to rate base, is 

8.29% as shown in the table below: 

PNM Capital Structure and Weighted Average Cost of Capital 

Class of Capital % ofTotal %Cost Weighted Average Cost 

Long-Term Debt 50.00% 6.!2% 3.06% 

Preferred Stock 0.40% 4.62% 0.02% 

Common Equity 49.60% 10.50% 5.21% 

Total 100.00% 8.29% 

v. PURCHASE AND EXTENSION OF PVNGS LEASES 

WHAT TOPICS DO YOU ADDRESS IN TillS SECTION OF YOUR DIRECT 

TESTIMONY? 

In this section of my direct testimony, I address PNM' s extensions and purchases 

of eight PVNGS Units 1 and 2 leases. 

PLEASE DESCRIBE PNl\1'S PARTICIPATION L~ PVNGS. 

PNM is a participant in the three units of PVNGS, also known as the Arizona 

Nuclear Power Project ("ANPP"). PNM is entitied to 10.2% of the power and 

energy generated by PVNGS, which equates to 402 MW of generation capacity 

equally split among Units 1, 2 and 3. PNM's 10.2% ownership is comprised of a 
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combination of direct ownership and leasing arrangements. Currently, PNM has 

ownership interests of 2.3% in Unit 1, 4.6% in Unit 2 and 10.2% in Unit 3 and has 

leasehold interests of 7.9% in Unit 1 and 5.6% in Unit 2. 

PLEASE DESCRIBE PNM'S RECENT STRATEGY At~D RATIONALE 

FOR EXTENDING OR PURCHASING ITS PVNGS UNIT 1 AND UNIT 2 

LEASES. 

As discussed in the direct testimony of PNM witness ChrisM. Olson, PNM relies 

on the equivalent of the full amount of the capacity from its leasehold interests in 

PVNGS Units 1 and 2 to serve customers reliably and economically. In order to 

retain this capacity at the most reasonable cost upon lease expiration, PNM has 

developed a strategy that has involved exercising renewal options to extend the 

terms of five PVNGS Unit 1 and 2 leases representing 114 MW for an additional 

eight years from the end of their original lease terms, while purchasing the three 

remaining Unit 2 leases representing 64 MW at fair market value because these 

three leases only had extension options for an additional two years. This strategy 

preserves ongoing generating capacity at PVNGS and diversifies purchase price 

risk by securing the leases with very short extension options today, while 

maintaining the option to purchase the leases with longer extension options in the 

future. PNM has purchased three leases at current market prices, and can assess 

market conditions between now and 2024 to determine the optimal strategy for 
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the additional leases. The table below summarizes the PNM's Unit 1 and 2 

leases: 

Capacity Initial Maximum 
PVNGS Unit (MW) Lease Term Renewal Term Status 

Unit I 15 2015 2023 Extended to 2023 

Unit I 18 2015 2023 ' Extended to 2023 

Unit 1 22 2015 2023 Extended to 2023 

Unit 1 49 2015 2023 Extended to 2023 

Unit 2 10 2016 2024 Extended to 2024 

Unit 2 15 2016 2018 Agreement to Purchase 

Unit 2 18 2016 2018 Agreement to Purchase 

Unit 2 31 2016 2018 Agreement to Purchase 

WHAT ARE PNIVI'S LEASING ARRANGEIVIENTS FOR PVNGS UNIT 1? 

PNM has four remaining facility leases for PVNGS Unit 1 representing 104 MW 

of generation capacity. On January 6, 2012, PNM provided the lessors of each 

lease with irrevocable notices that it would retain control of the lease interests 

upon expiration of the initial lease terms in January 2015. On January 9, 2013, 

PNM notified each of the lessors that it would renew the PVNGS Unit 1 leases at 

50% of current lease payments for an additional eight years to January 2023. 

These renewals will reduce PNM's annual lease payments by approximately 

$16.5 million beginning January 15, 2015. 
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DO THE PVNGS UNIT 1 LEASE RENEWALS REQUIRE ADDITIONAL 

NMPRC APPROVAL? 

No. The exercise of the lease renewals under the provisions of each lease was 

approved as part of the approval for the original leases in Case No. 1995. Even 

though no approval was required, PNM made the Commission aware of these 

elections in a presentation on October 30, 2013. 

WHAT ARE PNM'S LEASING ARRAl~GEMENTS FOR PVNGS UNIT 2'? 

PNM has four remaining facility leases for PVNGS Unit 2 representing 74 MW 

of generation capacity. 64 MW of these leases have an option to extend the leases 

for only two years, or until 2018. The remaining 10 MW lease has an option to 

extend the lease for additional eight years expiring in 2024. On January 9, 2013, 

PNM provided irrevocable notices to each of the lessors that it will retain control 

of the lease interests upon expiration of the initial lease terms in 2016. On 

December 30, 2013, PNM notified the lessor of the 10 MW Unit 2 lease that it 

would renew the lease at 50% of current lease payments for an additional eight 

years to January 2024. 

On January 13, 2014, PNM notified the lessors of the other three Unit 2 leases 

(totaling 64 MW) that it would exercise the fair market value purchase options 

specified in the leases, and has since negotiated agreements with each lessor 
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regarding the purchase price for each lease. On February 25, 2014, PNM entered 

into a letter agreement with CGI Capital, Inc. ("CGI") specifying a fair market 

value for 31.25 MW of generating capacity at Unit 2 of $78.2 million or 

$2,500/kW as of the end of the original lease term, January 15, 2016. On May 1, 

2014, PNM entered into a letter agreement with Cypress Verde LLC and Cypress 

Second PV Partnership (together, the "Cypress Entities") specifying a fair market 

value for 32.76 MW of generating capacity at Unit 2 of $85.2 million or 

$2,600/kW as of the end of the original lease term, January 15, 2016. 

DOES THE LEASE RENEWAL OR EXERCISE OF THE PURCHASE 

OPTION IJNDER EACH PVNGS UNIT 2 LEASE REQUIRE ADDITIONAL 

NlVll)RC APPROVAL? 

No. The exercise of either the lease renewal or the fair market value purchase 

option under the provisions of each lease was approved as part of the approval for 

the original leases in Case No. 2019, Phase I. Nonetheless, PNM advised the 

Commission of its intentions in a presentation on October 30, 2013 and in letters 

dated January 13, 2014, February 28, 2014 and May 2, 2014. 
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PLEASE DISCUSS PNM'S OTHER RECENT ATTEMPTS TO 

PURCHASE PVNGS LEASES. 

PNM purchased 29.8 MW of PVNGS lease interests in Unit 2 in a 2008 auction 

process at a capital cost of approximately $2,850/kW. Because this purchase did 

not occur pursuant to the terms of the lease, Commission approval was required. 

The purchase was approved by the NMPRC in Case No. 08-00305-UT and, per 

the stipulation adopted in that case, the value for raternaking purposes was 

established at approximately $2,500/kW. More recently, PNM attempted to 

purchase another PV NGS Unit 2 lease in 2011. In August of 2011, one of the 

lessors contacted PNM regarding an auction process it was initiating to sell its 

14.89 MW PVNGS Unit 2 lease interest. PNM submitted, subject to regulatory 

approval, an offer of approximately $37.3 million or $2,505/kW. The lessor 

advised PNM that there were two higher bids and PNM was provided the 

opportunity to increase its bid. PNM raised its bid to a total consideration of 

$2,578/kW. PNM's bid was not accepted and the PVNGS Unit 2 lease was sold 

to another bidder, presumably at a higher price. 

PLEASE COMPARE THE AMOUNTS TO PURCHASE THESE LEASES 

WITH THE INITIAL RATE BASE VALUE OF $1,650/KW UTILIZED IN 

A SEPARATE PROCEEDING IN WHICH PNM IS SEEKING 
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COMMISSION APPROVAL TO INCLUDE ITS 10.2% INTEREST IN 

PVNGS UNIT 3 AS A JURISDICTIONAL RESOURCE. 

The $1,650/kW initial rate base value for Unit 3 is the result of a comprehensive 

settlement in Case No. 13-00390-UT that involved a "give-and-take" by the 

stipulating parties on many issues. The stipulated amount is not a market-based 

value and is not comparable to the values of $2,500/kW to $2,600/kW that were 

required to purchase three of the PVNGS Unit 2 leases on the open market, and is 

not a precedent for valuing the converted leasehold interests into 0\vnership 

interests. As demonstrated by PNM's prior attempts to purchase PVNGS leases, 

lessors have not been willing to sell ownership interests at lower valuations. In 

the pre-filed testimony in NMPRC Case No. 13-00390-UT, PNM presented an 

expert appraisal that demonstrated that the actual market value of its interest in 

PVNGS Unit 3 is $2,500/kW, which is entirely consistent with prices for the 

leasehold interests in PVNGS Units 1 and 2. Customers will benefit from the 

purchase of these leases at fair market value to secure ongoing generating 

capacity at PVNGS Unit 2, while receiving additional benefit from the below-

market price for PVNGS Unit 3. However, it is important to remember that the 

$1 ,650/kW figure is the result of a much broader proposed settlement and is not 

reflective of the market value of Palo Verde ownership interests. 
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WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE PVNGS NUCLEAR 

DECOMMISSIONING TRUST ("NDT")? 

The purpose of the NDT is to provide funds for the decommissioning of the 

PVNGS nuclear units, as required by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

("NRC") and the Arizona Nuclear Power Project ("ANPP") Participation 

Agreement, at the end of their useful lives. 

HOW ARE THE PVNGS NDT'S CURRENTLY FUNDED AND 

MANAGED? 

Funding for the NDT for Palo Verde Units 1 and 2 is included in rates for electric 

service that are paid by PNM's customers. Currently, customers contribute $2.6 

million annually for PVNGS Unit 1 and 2 decommissioning based on IRS 

dictated methodology. The accumulated contributions and respective earnings on 

those funding amounts are segregated into separate trust accounts for each 

PVNGS unit. Although they are legally and financially separated by unit, they 

are managed in a combined manner to optimize investment efficiencies. 

WHAT IS THE CURRENT NDT FUNDING STATUS OF EACH OF THE 

PVNGS UNITS? 

As of September 30, 2014, PNM's PVNGS Unit 1 NDT is funded at 91.2% of the 

latest cost study by TLG Services, Inc. ("TLG") while Unit 2 is at 101.2%. Each 
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unit of PVNGS has a different estimate of its ultimate decommissioning 

obligation. TLG's most recent cost report, in 2014 dollars, estimates that PNM's 

share of decommissioning Unit 1 will cost $81.3 million and Unit 2 is at $79.1 

million. As of September 30, 2014, Unit 1 had $74.1 million accumulated and 

Unit 2 had $80.1 million. 

WILL THE PURCHASE OR EXTENSION OF ANY OF THE PVNGS 

UNIT 1 OR 2 LEASES INCREASE PNl\;l'S OBLIGATION F'OR 

DECOMMISSIONING OF THOSE UNITS? 

No. PNM will not assume any additional decommissioning liabilities with respect 

to the purchase or extension of the PVNGS Unit 1 and 2 leases. Specifically, 

there will be no impact to PNM's existing obligation for decommissioning of 

those units as a result of these extensions and purchases. PNM's obligation for 

the decommissioning of those units would also remain the same if the leases were 

allowed to expire. 
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ANNUITIZATION OF GAS PENSION BENEFITS 

WHAT TOPICS DO YOU ADDRESS IN THIS SECTION OF YOUR 

DIRECT TESTIMONY? 

In this section of my direct testimony, I address PNM' s proposed annuitization of 

pension participant benefits related to the 2009 sale of PNM' s natural gas 

operations to New Mexico Gas Company. 

PLEASE DESCRIBE THE CURRENT TREATMENT OF THE GAS 

PORTION OF PNM'S PENSION LIABILITY. 

When PNM sold its natural gas operations in 2009, PNM retained the gas portion 

of the pension liability. PNM agreed in a stipulation that in all future rate cases it 

\Vould agree to 58% electric and 42% gas company allocation of pension costs, 

making the 42% gas portion the responsibility of shareholders. Paragraph 12 of 

the Amended Stipulation in the gas sale case 08-00078-UT reads: 

In all future electric rate cases, PNM will freeze the allocation 
percentage of pension costs revenues and prepaid pension assets 
used to develop its revenue requirement at fifty-eight percent 
(58%), the level identified in PNM's last electric rate case. 

WHAT IS PNM PROPOSING FOR THE GAS PORTION OF THE 

PENSION LIABILITY? 

In order to mitigate PNM's ongoing gas pension liability, for which it does not 

recover any costs from customers, PNM would like to purchase annuities from an 
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insurance company for the 42% gas share of costs. Participants comprising this 

portion of the liability would continue to receive the same retirement benefit, 

however it would be provided by a highly rated insurance company selected by an 

independent fiduciary, rather than PNM. 

IS THERE A COST TO THIS PROPOSED TRANSACTION? 

Yes. PNM estimates that assuming the gas portion of the plan is fully funded, and 

those assets are transferred to an insurance company to fund future retirement 

benefits through annuities, the insurance company would require an additional 

premium of approximately $30 million to bear future risks that shareholders 

currently bear, such as investment risk and changes in mortality assumptions. 

WOULD CUSTOMERS BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY PORTION O:F 

THIS ADDITIONAL COST? 

No. The responsibility for any funding required to complete the transaction is the 

responsibility of shareholders. 

IS THERE ANY OTHER IMP ACT TO CUSTOJ\!1ERS? 

No. There would be no impact to customers compared to existing liability and 

pension expense, since the amount remaining will be the 58% that is currently 

recovered through rates. In any subsequent rate case filing made by PNM, 100% 
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of the remaining liability and pension expense would be entirely attributable to 

the electric portion of the pension plan, which is the responsibility of customers. 

DOES THE PROPOSED TRANSACTION REQUIRE APPROVAL BY 

THE ORIGINAL SIGNATORIES OR THE COMMISSION? 

No. The proposed annuitization only affects the gas portion of the plan, for which 

PNM shareholders are fully responsible, and is simply an implementation of the 

provisions of the original stipulation. In this case, PNM is seeking confirmation 

that PNM's annuitization of the pension benefits of PNM's former gas utility 

operations will result in eliminating the need to allocate pension expense between 

electric and gas in future rate cases because 100% of the remaining pension 

expense will be attributable to PNM's electric operations. 

WOULD THE REMAINING ELECTRIC PARTICIPANTS IN THE PLAN 

BE AI<'FECTED? 

No. There would be no impact to electric participants remaining in the plan. 

DOES PNM RECOl\lMEND ANNUITIZING THE ELECTRIC PORTION 

OF THE PENSION PLAN? 

No it does not. PNM is willing to fully fund the gas portion of the plan and pay 

the incremental cost to purchase annuities because it does not recover any costs 
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associated with the gas portion. However, annuitizing the 58% electric portion, 

which is nearly 40% larger than the 42% gas portion and would involve 

commensurately greater costs, would require customers to fully fund the electric 

portion; pay the incremental premium required by an insurance company to 

assume the liability; and reimburse PNM for pre-paid pension contributions made 

by PNM to the electric portion of the plan. Therefore, PNM is not recommending 

an annuitization of the electric portion of the plan at this time. If PNM were to 

annuitize the remaining portion, it would also seek to recover the associated 

transaction costs. 

DOES TillS CONCLUDE YOUR DIRECT TESTIMONY? 

Yes. 

CCG#S/8975 
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ELISABETH A EDEN 
EDUCATIONAL AND PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY 

Elisabeth A. Eden 

Address: PNM Resources Inc. 
MS 0915 

Position: 

Education: 

414 Silver SW 
Albuquerque, NM 87102 

Executive Director, Financial Planning and Business Analysis 

Bachelor of Business Administration, University of New Mexico, 1989 
Master of Business Administration, University of New Mexico, 1992 
Chartered Financial Analyst charter holder, 2005 

Employment: Employed by PNM Resources/Public Service Company ofNew Mexico since 
2001 

Positions held within the Company include: 

Testimony Filed: 

Assistant Treasurer 
Director, Corporate Strategy 
Senior Manager, Corporate Strategy 
Project Manager, Investor Relations 
Senior Investment Analyst, treasury 
Planner, gas Supply 

• In the Matter ofthe Application of Public Service Company ofNew Mexico for 
Authorizations Pertaining to the [ssuance of up to $403,845,000 of Pollution Control 
Revenue Refunding Bonds- NMPRC- Case No. 1 0-00029-UT, filed February I 0, 
2010. 

• Application of Texas-New Mexico Power Company for Authority to Change Rates
PUCT --Docket No. 38480, (SOAR Docket No. 473-10-6053) filed August 26, 2010. 

In the Matter ofthe Application of Public Service Company ofNew Mexico for 
Authorizations Pertaining to the (1) Issuance ofup to $20,000,000 of Pollution 
Control Revenue Refunding Bonds, and (2) Exercise of Extension Options Under Its 
$400 Million Credit Facility, NMPRC --Case No. 12-00096-UT, filed Aprii 4, 2012. 
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On t1arch 10, 2008, Standa::-d & Poor' l'3 Rat tngs Services revtsed 1 ts outlook tc 

negative from stable on the credit ratings of ?NM Eesources Inc. (PNMR) area 
electric utility subsidiar:'_es Publ i.e Service Co. of New ~'lexrco (PNM) and 

Texas- New Me xi co Pcwer Co. ( TNMP) . 

Tl:e negative outlook reflects our perception of increased regulatory risk 

at PNM that, if not managed or mitigated, could harm credit quality and lead 
to Jo"'cr rLJtings fer PNMR and its subsiciiari.cos. Consol iclctted ratings are 

underrinncd by utility operations, which are the primary source of cash flow. 

The r.earing examiner's recommendation in PNM's pending electric rate case for 
a $24 million ('1.4%) increase, which compares to the company's recr~1est of $8::: 

million (14.7 %.) , could lead to weaker credit metrics than previously 

expected if adopted by the New Mexico Public Service Commission. The examiner 
aJso re-jec:ed the company 1 s requc:st for cJ fuel c1.a_usc in its tariff that VJoulcJ 

improve the 11tility's cash flow stability by more closely matching fuel and 

pur~hAse power revenues with actual expenses. :n addition, t~e company's 

iqu1dity position is stretched and maturities due in 2008 wi· 

necessitate access to markets. The rate case shou~d be final:zed by 
~·lay 2008 and the commissior is not· required to adopt t'u' 

rccommendat ion. 

ring examiner 1 s 

We do not expect PNM's plans to sell its natural qas uti ity operations 
to a subsidiary of Contrnental Energy Systems for ~620 million and purchLJse 

reau!ated electric ut l~ty Cap Rock Energy i Texas fnr ~: ) s million to have 
a net impact or: tt:e compr.tcy ~ reci=. t quct~- i ty - t the company us.c;;; a 

considerab·e portion of the proceeds to reduce cebt. ilnstable margins at 

con;pet i L i v•c; tail enerqy provider First C~oice Power and growth of 

llOiireguldLed EnergyCo, which is a jOint venture between PNJ'.!R and ECcT\' (a 

subsidiary of Cascade Investmen: LLC), are onqoing ra:ing consideration, wit~ 

the parent relyinc~ on cJisLriLJutions from ·c~n::-equlated operations to servjce 
debt·. 

Short-term credit factors 
PNMR'El and PNJI,f's s:1o::t term ra'.ing is 'JI.-'1', bet the compei.ny's liquidity 

position is under pressure. Lirws of credit for PNM and PNMR are $1 bil ion 
combined, with total combined availability as of Fen. I R, 2008 of $3 5 

million. Cast balances stood at SIB million as of Dec. 31, ?008. Short term 

debt balances are high due to acquisitions and ongoing ci3pi t.al needs in the 
absence of strong cash flows. 

The company's $450 rri11ion (about a 27% at rts consolidated ·ong-tenn 
debti iii sclec.lul.ed maturities this year wi need to be f1nanced. About $300 
is due at PNJI,f and $150 million due at the ~NMP. These amounts do not include 

obligations of about $347 million in equitylinke:i un:cts at parent PNMR, 

www standardandpoors.com 

& 
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Research Uf!date: PNlv1 Resources' And Subs' Outlo(;k is Revised Tu Ncgcit!l'C 

subject to remarket::_ng in 2D08, because we expect correoponding equity 

p1Jr--:l1ases tc offset tl:'_ese o'::Jligations if the remarketing is not succcosful. 
Mat·Jrities are schpclu~erl for "'lay and September- aY1d because of their size and 

the line balances on the company's revolvers, access to the capital markets 
will be crit1cal this year. Free cash flows after ta~ expenditures is 

expected to remain negative, therefore we de not expect that a significant 
level of operating cash flow wiJl be ava lab1e to~ financing activities. 

The negative outlook reflects our assessment that credit metrics may not 
return to levels needed to maintain an nvcstmcnt grade rating. Tf the 

d!'>ci s ion in P:~M' s pending electric rate case docs not support credit rat1ngs 
etnd future cash flow, a downgrade is possible if the comp:my carmot 

demonstrate the ability to adequately manage its financial and business 
prof,le to maintain a '838- rat1ng. Our outlook also reflects the company's 

c--urrently stretched liquidity position. 1'-. return to stable may require 
::onsistent. pl;mt perfor:nance, solid performance in nonregulated invescment 

and a regulat0'7 f"rVi"nnment that al.iows PN~-1 to reasonably collect its coE:ts. 
-Jpsode rat1nq potentia is limited ~t this ti~e 

Outlook Revised To Negative 

To Prom 

PNM Resources :nc 
Corp. Credi~ Rating BBB·· BBB !Stable/A-

Corp. Credit Rating BBB ive/ BBB /Stable/-

Pub!Jc Service Cc. of New Mexicc 

Corp. Credit Rating BRR- t i ve/A- 3 

Complete rat information is available to subscribers of RatingsDirect, the 

real time Web-based source for Standard & Poor s credit ratings, research, and 

if;k analysis, at www.ratingsdirect.eom. 2\ll :·atings affected by this ratinCJ 
action can be found ~n Sta~dard & Poor's puolie Web site at 

www.standa~·-dandpoors co11; select your ccuntry or region, thcr: 
Ratings in the left navigation bar, followed by Credit Ratings Search. 

www.slandardandpoors.com 

1\i i ):sclm:ncr un !h' 
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uedl!-reldted nr~aty:.;es and soltwart: or uthu app11crnon ')utpJt therelrcrn) ur arw Jdrt ~hercmt IContenn na,, rnoclii;ecj, 
hute>' or stcJtt:d 1n da13base or rntrieval .S'(.;tern. wrthcut the pr or vvrrtten pernisswn of S&P 7 he Co•ttcnt 

a~ !'heT ntt11Yrs, shJr2ho!de'S emnlovU'' 
lhf' c-Ji;(uracv, 1~01lpi~•tt:rli:?S-~- I!!T!\.'flii8SS or ·c~;puns:htc lor anv J' 

use of ihe or rhr; '>fl(:ur:tv or nA1nlerrance anv The Content <1 
S8JP h\RfltS DISClA rv AiL lYPRESS OR IMPUEO VV/\RHi\!\:T!ES, iNCLULJrr'-JG. BU1 NOI i lMITt ANv '/1/AK~ANTICS 0! 

Mf!iCHANT AF1H !Y OR f!TN[SS !OR A PARfiCIJi AR PURPOSe OK US I. FR! I DOM fROM 8Uf,S. S:Jfl WAHf fHKUHS OH iH.A.T T'lf: CON TEN f'S r U>J:TIONiNG 
WiLl 8( UN IN II RFUPTU: OR !HAl CON"UH Will JPtRAl[ WllH ANY SOfTWARe. OR HliRDWI\Rf CONfiGURAT'ON in nc cvrnt shall S&r Pi,ct,e\ be i1abie to 

cunsc;quer tl::11iamaqes, exoenses, lecai f-ees, iln::ludtng, vvithow 
tn conner:ttnn ''IJ!ih of the Contcn1 even i' advrsed of ih:::? rossrbd1ty uf such rlamagw 

Crt-)di Hni~:ted analvst-:s. includ ng ratii'~~-Js, ,1r1d staten:erts ir u-c Content Jrc statemc-:ft3 ot upin1cro iJS ot t'18 date the; ctr8 exvessed and ~'1ut ~tate T1ents of f d'_;t v 
recorrrnwh.1Cttons purcha.~.e. hole, rJr ;;e!l any secui ;tieS ur to mak:J any tnvestmeni r!eC!SlGns_ S&--~ assuntes no ob!ig;:r_lor~ to update tht: r·:nn1H;t fnilnw1n:J pub!iCcttiCW ~tt Jny 

fowl r;r :onnat he Content :;ttould not rcl!C;d on ;md IS not CJ substttulf: tor ::he skill, jud~Jrnent and exptnence of the user_ 1ts rnana~_termmt, et'tpiuyee::;, adv snrs anrjfor 
uient~ \N~1en rrakf!l;J ii1V8~1Tnent :1nd rJf_he: hustness nt~CISiOns S&F's opinions ano .3naiVS!?S de not acdrcss the swtahtlrtv nt any sPcunty S2~P uor::, not act as <-1 hrJucJarv or 

investrnf::11t 0clvisor \'\lhdc; S8~P hos ub18rned 1nformatton frGm souro.;s 1t be ieves to ·Jt~ rcltilblc. S&Pciocs n)t perior:n 31Jdlt ;md undertdke.s autv tiue rJd1gence or 

mdepen~lent venttcJtlon ol rmy 1nforrnattn'1 :t 

S&P keeps certAi:l act1vittes of 1ts husrness 1_:n1ts snpcrate trorn each othAr 1n nrrL~r tn preser-Je Hce ncjependencp and ObJeCtivrtv of the~~ respectrJe actrvit 1\s a result 

ccrUlm bVi!ness un1ts of -~~&P mav hdve tn;ormatHW that is not avOt 1ab!c uth~t S&P busine:1~ u:H1s ;;&P llos (;stahltsfled pol1r:res dn£1 JrocccJ!Jres to maH!tain the 
conf1rJePtialitv ;f certan; !Dr!- p.Jhhc :ntorrratrcn rer:e1ved 1n r:nnnr.-ction w1th each anafytrcal process 

S&P mav con-;pf~n.r.:.atiDn ratm~JS cred1t-related anCJiy·ses. n:::rrrnaHy from 1SSuers (lf IJndtH"~..'-,ifiter; of sncunties frc-m ohli¥'1r~ S&P re:3er;es 1he rqht 
dissemtrli_"itt_; itS -Jpm1on:_; and d'ld~y:,l's. S((iP's public rat1r1gs ;:Jn,:! analyst~S are made avJ1ral1le en its VVetJ Sitr;s, WNW stcnCarrlanc!pmrs corn (tree uf charqel, anc 

\f.;ww.rrttin~~scfrec:t com r1nr.i w'MN qlobafcrecltporta!_con (subscrirrion). ;:Jnd rnay be distrlt)IJtEJc thrcugh oher r>H;:-ms, including v1a S&P publ,cot!Ons u1d third-:Jarty 
wdist!lbJtur;; AtUttm:1al :P!cnm;cJtiUri about our ra!tngs fees IS available at W·Nw.standarlJandp:)(;rs com/usratrnqsttH::s 
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Mexico" 
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Albuquerque, New Mexico, United States 

Ratings 

catsgory 
Outlook 
Issuer Rating 
Senior Unsecured 
Parent PNVI fEsoun:es, Inc. 
Outlook 
Senior Unsecured 

Cortacts 

P.nayst 
Jeffrey F. Cassella/New York City 
William L. Hess/New York City 

11/body's Raing 
Positive 

Baa2 
Baa2 

Positive 
Baa3 

Phone 
212.553.1665 
212.553.3837 

[1 ]Public Service QxqJmy d N!w ll/kOOoo 
3/31/3l14(l) 

CFO pre-WC + Interest /Interest 4.1x 
CFO pre-WC I Debt 18.9'/o 
CFO pre-WC- Dividends I Debt 9.81/o 
Debt I Capitalization 46.9'/o 

12/31/2013 12/31/3}12 
4.1x 4.6x 

19.1% 21.2% 
10.(71/o 19.(71/o 
46.7% 45.4% 
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12/31/3}11 12/31/2010 
5.0x 4.5x 

21.81/o 17.9% 
18.7% 16.2% 
48.3% !1).81/o 

[1] All ratios are based on 'Adjusted' financial data and incorporate Moody's Global Standard Adjustments for Non
Financial Corporations. Source: Moody's Financial Metrics 

Opinial 

Rating Drivers 

Credit supportiveness from New Mexico regulatory framework continues to improve 

Financial metrics expected to improve and support higher rating 

Timely recovery of San Juan environment compliance costs and investment is a risk to monitor 

Corporate Piafile 

Public Service Company of New Mexico (PNM) is a vertically integrated electric utility with approximately 510,000 
electricity customers in north central New Mexico, including the cities of Albuquerque, Rio Rancho, and Santa Fe, 
and certain areas of southern New Mexico. PNM also provides electricity to wholesale customers in New Mexico 
and Arizona. PNM is the principal operating subsidiary of PNM Resources, Inc. (PNMR: Baa3 positive), a utility 
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holding company that also owns Texas-New Mexico Power Company (TNMP: Baa1 positive). PNM accounts for 
about 80% of PNMR's total revenues and about 75% of earnings, while TNMP accounts for essentially the 
remainder. PNM is regulated by the New Mexico Public Regulation Commission (NMPRC). 

SUIVIVIARY RA lli\IG RA 110\JALE 

PNM's Baa2 senior unsecured rating reflects the improving regulatory environment in New Mexico including 
reasonable cost recovery mechanisms, and financial metrics that will continue to improve and support a higher 
rating. The rating also takes into account that capital expenditures will be funded in a balanced manner consistent 
with PNM's current financial position. 

lET AILED RA lli\IG COOSII:ERAllONS 

NEW MEXICO REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT CONTINUES TO IMPROVE 

We consider the credit supportiveness of the New Mexico regulatory environment as improving. Over the last 
couple of years, we have seen signs of improved coordination between regulators, PNM, and intervenors, 
particularly with the finalization of the future test year rule, which helps reduce regulatory lag. In addition, PNM has 
reasonable cost recovery mechanisms, which include a fuel and purchased power clause and a renewable energy 
rider which helps streamline regulatory proceedings for renewable spending resulting in more timely recovery of 
some of its costs outside of a general rate case. 

The New Mexico regulatory framework, historically, had not been as constructive as most US state regulatory 
jurisdictions in terms of predictability and timeliness of rate decisions and overall supportiveness to credit quality, 
but has recently shown signs of improvement. In November 2012, New Mexico voters passed measures to 
reduce the NMPRC's responsibilities of non-utility tasks, which allow the Commission to focus primarily on the 
state's utilities and utility related matters. Voters also have elected qualification requirements, based on 
educational background and experience, for new commissioners elected to the NMPRC. The qualification 
standard applies to new commissioners elected in the coming November 2014 general election. We believe these 
changes to the Commission are credit positive. 

In November 2012, the NMPRC finalized its rule that established the use of a future test year by utilities filing rate 
cases. The use of the historical test year had been the norm in New Mexico and combined with any lengthy 
duration of rate case decision process, such as PNM's last rate case settled in 15 months, created a regulatory 
lag such that PNM had been unable to earn its allowed ROE over a multi-year time period. So far, the future test 
year has only been used once, in Southwestern Public Service's latest rate case. The results of that rate case, 
which was finalized in March 2014, were somewhat mixed given that although it was the first rate case in New 
Mexico that utilized a full future test year, the rate case was decided more than 15 months after the date of filing. 

In PNM's last rate case decided and implemented in August 2011, the NMPRC's final order modified a previous 
stipulation agreed upon by major parties, including Staff and several intervenors, in February 2011. The approved 
rate increase by the NMPRC was for a $72.1 million single-step increase rather than the stipulated two-step 
increase of $85 million originally agreed upon in February 2011. In its final rate order, the NMPRC also reduced the 
allowed ROE to 10% from the 10.25% included in the proposed stipulation. In addition, the NMPRC rejected the 
capital additions rider. However, the final rate order did include a renewable energy rider and continued the fuel 
and purchased power costs (FPPCAC) recovery mechanism, albeit with some limitations. Although the NMPRC 
ordered a reasonable rate increase, we believe that rejecting a settlement reached between opposing parties 
indicated there was not adequate communication on key priorities amongst the NMPRC, Staff, intervenors, and 
PNM. Furthermore, PNM's rate case completed in 15 months was longer than the roughly one year average 
across most US jurisdictions and longer than the approximate 11 month average for the NMPRC's rate cases 
decided over the last decade. 

FINANCIAL METRICS EXPECTED TO IMPROVE AND SUPPORT HIGHER RATING 

PNM's financial metrics are expected to continue to improve and support a higher rating. For the twelve months 
ended March 31, 2014, cash flow from operations pre-working capital changes (CFO pre-W/C) to debt was 18.6% 
cash flow interest coverage of 4.1 x is comparable to rated regulated US electric utilities in the Baa2 rating 
category. With improved cost control and modest customer growth, we anticipate PNM will continue to earn closer 
to its allowed ROE and we expect PNM's cash flow pre-W/C to debt and cash flow interest coverage to improve 
from current levels, which would support a higher rating. Over the next two years, we expect PNM's cash flow 
pre-W/C to debt to be in the low 20% range and cash flow interest coverage in the high 4x range, which would be 
similar to A3 rated peers. 
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SAN JUAN CAPITAL SPENDING TO COMPLY WITH ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE AND RECOVERY 
OF INVESTMENTS IS A RISK TO MONITOR 

On February 15, 2013, PNM, the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED), and the United States 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) entered into a non-binding agreement on a revised plan that would allow 
the coal-fired San Juan generating station to meet the Best Available Retrofit Technology (BART) standards and 
comply with federal visibility rules. The agreement would result in the retirement of the San Juan Units 2 and 3 by 
the end of 2017 and the installation of Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction (SNCRs) technology on Units 1 and 4 by 
the later of January 31, 2016 or 15 months after EPA approval of a New Mexico revised State Implementation 
Plan. In addition, PNM would also build a natural gas-fired peaking generating plant at the San Juan site to partially 
replace the capacity lost from the retired coal units. Considering that PNM's current generation mix is 
approximately 56% coal-fired generation and 30% nuclear, albeit both considered low cost, we view the additional 
gas-fired capacity to diversify the utility's generation mix as credit positive. 

PNM currently owns 50% of Units 1 - 3 and about 38.5% of Unit 4. Under the revised plan, PNM's share of the 
estimated costs to install SNCRs and the additional equipment to comply with air quality standards on San Juan's 
Units 1 and 4 would be approximately $63 million. The estimated cost of building a natural gas-fired peaking 
generating plant at the San Juan site as well as 40 MW of utility scale solar capacity to replace some of the lost 
generating capacity would cost about $276 million. This revised plan is a departure from the more expensive 
previously issued ruling by the EPA in August 2011, which required the installation of Selective Catalytic 
Reduction (SCR) technology on all four units of the San Juan station by September 2016. The estimated cost to 
install SCRs on all four units of the San Juan plant would have been between approximately $824 million and $910 
million, of which PNM would have been responsible for approximately half. Under the revised plan, PNM may need 
to put in additional base load generating capacity, which could be addressed with the inclusion of the Palo Verde 
nuclear plant into rate base or additional gas-fired generation. 

On April1, 2013, PNM filed a BART analysis with NMED, which included the installation of SNCRs on Units 1 and 
4 and the retirement of Units 2 and 3. NMED developed a revised SIP and submitted it to the New Mexico 
Environmental Improvement Board (NMEIB) for approval in May 2013. After public hearings, the NMEIB approved 
the revised SIP in September 2013 and it was submitted to EPA for approval on October 18, 2013. The SIP 
application was considered complete by the EPA on December 17,2013 and the EPA announced its proposed 
approval of the plan on April 30, 2014. A final decision is expected later this year. 

On December 20, 2013, PN M filed an application with the NMPRC to retire Units 2 and 3 of the SJGS on 
December 31, 2017. PNM also seeks approval to recover the net book value of Units 2 and 3 at the date of 
retirement, which is estimated to be about $205 million. In the application, PNM is also requesting certificates of 
convenience and necessity (CCNs) to include PNM's ownership interest of 134 MW of the Palo Verde plant as a 
resource to replenish the capacity lost from shutting down Units 2 and 3. Further, PNM has requested to install 
SNCRs on Units 1 and 4 of SJGS, and a CCN to exchange 78 MW in SJGS Unit 3 for the same amount of 
capacity in SJGS Unit 4. The NMPRC is expected to issue its final ruling on the application no later than February 
2015. A public hearing on the application has been scheduled to begin on October 6, 2014. Depending on the 
hearing negotiations, PNM is allowed to amend its December 20, 2013 filing with the NMPRC. 

Although the revised plan calls for a reduced level of additional invested capital, PNM's capital expenditure budget 
would increase by approximately $350 million through 2017 as a result of the environmental compliance plan at the 
SJGS. However, the increased spending level will also coincide with a lower potential rate impact on rate payers. 
We believe PNM will likely wait until2015 to file its rate case in order to include the investments made for the San 
Juan environmental compliance. PNM's ability to recover and earn a return on these investments in a timely 
manner is critical to maintain its financial metrics. 

Uquidity 

PNM's liquidity profile appropriately supports its planned capital expenditures and dividends. We anticipate PNM's 
core maintenance capital expenditures to be about $150-175 million annually over the next several years. As 
such, we expect PNM's cash flow from operations to cover maintenance capital expenditures and dividend 
distributions to PNMR. We expect PNM's total capex, maintenance and growth, should total about $1.5 billion over 
the next four years or average about $375 million annually, which is higher than the approximately $230 million 
invested annually for the last five years. The increase in capital expenditures is mainly attributed to additional San 
Juan compliance spending, investments in additional generation capacity as well as renewable energy resources. 
In 2013, PNM distributed dividends of $156 million to its parent, which was a higher than normal distribution 
amount due to a catch up of dividends not paid in 2012. The dividends were not paid because an expected tax 
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refund of around $96 million was delayed and ultimately received in 02 of 2013, at which time PNM started 
distributing the catch up dividends. We anticipate the payout ratio to revert back to more normalized levels of over 
90% going forward. Given the high capital expenditures and dividend payout ratio, we expect PNM to incur 
additional debt as well as issue equity to fund these activities but also maintain its overall capital structure at a 
level of around a 50% debt to capitalization. 

PNM has a $400 million revolving credit facility that expires in October 2018 and a $50 million revolving credit 
facility with New Mexico banks, entered into on January 8, 2014, which expires in January 2018. As of April25, 
2014, PNM had no borrowings on its credit facilities, $3.2 million of letters of credit outstanding, and $9.3 million of 
cash on hand. The credit facility's only financial covenant limits debt to total capitalization of 65%. As of March 31, 
2014, PNM's debt to total capitalization was approximately 54%. PNM can also borrow up to $100 million from its 
parent as part of an inter-company borrowing arrangement which was undrawn as of March 31, 2014. PNM has no 
debt maturing until 2018 but has $39 million of tax-exempt debt putable in 2015 and $57 million of tax-exempt debt 
putable in 2017. 

Rating Outlook 

PNM's positive rating outlook reflects our expectation that the regulatory environment in New Mexico continues to 
improve; financial metrics will continue to strengthen; and that the timeline for the San Juan environmental 
compliance requirements plays out such that PNM is able to recover prudently incurred costs and investments in 
a reasonably timely manner. The outlook also assumes that planned capital expenditures will be financed in a 
manner that is consistent with PNM's current financial position. 

W1at Could Change the Rating- Up 

PNM's rating could be upgraded if we continue to observe sustained improvement in the credit supportiveness of 
the New Mexico regulatory environment that includes greater predictability, timeliness and/or sufficiency of rates 
such that financial metrics would be expected to improve on a sustained basis including CFO pre-W/C to debt in 
the low 20% range. In addition, we would also expect to see that the latest agreed upon implementation plan for the 
San Juan environmental compliance requirements are resolved with the EPA in a timely and consistent manner. 

W1at Could Change the Rating- Down 

PNM's rating could be stabilized if we believe the New Mexico regulatory framework becomes less supportive or 
more unpredictable which results in unexpectedly adverse regulatory decisions or cost recovery disallowances; or 
if financial metrics deteriorated to levels such that CFO pre-W/C to debt were to decline to the mid teens on a 
sustained basis. In addition, negative rating pressure could occur if the San Juan environmental implementation 
plan were to be modified in an adverse manner such that PNM's cost recovery is delayed or uncertain. 

Rating Factors 

Public Service Corrp:ny of 1\bN I'Je<ico 

Rlgulam Electric a1d Gas lJilities lndusby Qureni:LTM 
Grid [1][2] 3'31/2014 

[3]1111oody's 12-181Vbnth 
Fonilatl Vie\IIAs of June 2014 

Fedor 1 : Rlgulatory Fr<ITii!IMXk (28%) Measure Score Measure Score 
a) Legislative and Judicial Underpinnings of A A A A 
the Regulatory Framework 
b) Consistency and Predictability of Baa Baa Baa Baa 
Regulation 
Fedor 2 : Ability to Fb:over Costs Cl1d Earn 
fEiums (25l/o) 
a) Timeliness of Recovery of Operating and Baa Baa Baa Baa 
Capital Costs 
b) Sufficiency of Rates and Returns Ba Ba Ba Ba 
Fedor 3 : Dversificaion (10%) 
a) Market Position Baa Baa Baa Baa 
b) Generation and Fuel Diversity Baa Baa Baa Baa 
Fedor 4 : Fi11<11Cial Strength (4(Jl/o) 



a) CFO pre-WC + Interest /Interest (3 Year 4.2x 
Avg) 
b) CFO pre-WC I Debt (3 Year Avg) 19.6% 
c) CFO pre-WC- Dividends I Debt (3 Year 12.7% 
Avg) 
d) Debt I Capitalization (3 Year Avg) 46.2% 
Rating: 
Grid-Indicated Rating Before Notching 
Adjustment 
HoldCo Structural Subordination Notching 
a) Indicated Rating from Grid 
b) Actual Rating Assigned 

Baa 

Baa 
Baa 

Baa 

Baa2 

Baa2 
Baa2 
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4.7x-5.2x A 

19%-24% A 
12%-17% Baa 

42%-47% Baa 

Baa1 

Baa1 
Baa2 

(1] All ratios are based on 'Adjusted' financial data and incorporate Moody's Global Standard Adjustments for Non
Financial Corporations. [2] As of 3131 12014(L); Source: Moody's Financial Metrics [3] This represents Moody's 
forward view; not the view of the issuer; and unless noted in the text, does not incorporate significant acquisitions 
and divestitures. 

Moony's 
INVE RS SE CE 

© 2014 Moody's Corporation, Moody's Investors Service, Inc., Moody's Analytics, Inc. and/or their licensors and 
affiliates (collectively, "MOODY'S"). All rights reserved. 

CREilT RAlli\JGS ISSlED BY IVOOD'I'S INVESlORS SERVICE, INC. (''MS'1 AND llS AFFIUATES ARE 
IVOODY'S QJRRS\ITOPINICl\IS OF 1HE RELA 11VE RJ1URE CREilT RISK OF ENllllES, CREDIT 
COIVMTIVENlS, OR DEBTOR DEBT-UKE SEO.JRillES, AND CREDIT RA 11NGS AND RESEARQi 
Pl.BJCA11Cl\IS PUBJSHED BY IVOOD'I'S (''I\IK)()[)'/'S PUBJCAlla\1'1 W\Y INCI...lJtE IVOODY'S 
Cl.JRRENTOPINICl\IS OF 1HE RB.AllVE FUlURE CREOT RISK OF ENllllES, CREDITCOMVITNENTS, 
OR DEBTOR DEBT-UKE SEOJRillES. IVOOD'I'S DEFli\ES CREilT RISK AS 11-E RISK lHAT AN 
ENllTY W\Y NOT 1\EETilS CONlRAClUAL, ANANCIAL OBUGA11Cl\IS AS 1HEY COI\IE OJE AND ANY 
ES11W\ liD ANANCIAL LOSS IN ll£ EV13\IT OF DEFAULT. CREDIT RA 11NGS DO NOT AOORESS ANY 
OlHER RISK, INCllDNG ElJTNOT UMliD lO: UQUDITY RISK, IIIIARKETVALLE RISK, OR PRICE 
\O..AllUlY. CREDIT RA11NGS AND IVOOD'I'S OPINIO\IS INCl..lJI:H) IN IVOOD'I'S PUBUCA 110NS ARE 
NOT STAlENENlS OF a.JRRENT OR HISTORICAL FACT. IVOODY'S PUBUCA 110NS W\Y ALSO 
INCLUDE QUAN11TA11VE IVK)[)8_-8ASE[) ES11W\TES OF CREDIT RISK AND RELATED OPINIONS OR 
COIVI\ENTARY PUElJSHED BY IVOOD'I'S ANAL YllCS, INC. CREDITRA11NGS AMJ IVOOD'I'S 
Pl.BJCA 110\IS 00 NOTCQ\JS111UTE OR PROVIDE INVESTJ\IB\IT OR ANANCIAL ADVICE, AND 
CREDIT RAlli\JGS AND MOODY'S PUBUCA 110NS ARE NOT AND DO NOT PROVIDE 
RECOIVM3\IDA110\IS TO PURCHASE, SEll, OR Ha..D PARnCli..AR SECURillES. NEilHER CREDT 
RA 11NGS NOR MOODY'S PUBUCA llONS COIVMNrON 1HE SUITABIUTY OF AN INVESTIVENT FOR 
ANY PARna.Jl.AR INVESTOR MOODY'S ISSUES llS CREDIT RAlli\JGS AND PUBUSHES IIJkJOO'I'S 
Pl.BJCA 110NS WlH lHE EXPECTA 110N AMJ U\IDERSTANDING lHAT EAa-t INVESTOR WU.., WlH 
OJE CARE, MAKE llS ONtJ SlUDY AND EVALUA 110N OF EAa-t SECURITY lHAT IS UNIJER 
CONSIDERA llON FOR PURO-IASE, HJL.IlNG, OR SALE 

MOODY'S CREDIT RATINGS AND MOODY'S PUBLICATIONS ARE NOT INTENDED FOR USE BY RETAIL 
INVESTORS AND IT WOULD BE RECKLESS FOR RETAIL INVESTORS TO CONSIDER MOODY'S CREDIT 
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RATINGS OR MOODY'S PUBLICATIONS IN MAKING ANY INVESTMENT DECISION. IF IN DOUBT YOU 
SHOULD CONTACT YOUR FINANCIAL OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISER. 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS PROTECTED BY LAW, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, 
COPYRIGHT LAW, AND NONE OF SUCH INFORMATION MAY BE COPIED OR OTHERWISE 
REPRODUCED, REPACKAGED, FURTHER TRANSMITIED, TRANSFERRED, DISSEMINATED, 
REDISTRIBUTED OR RESOLD, OR STORED FOR SUBSEQUENT USE FOR ANY SUCH PURPOSE, IN 
WHOLE OR IN PART, IN ANY FORM OR MANNER OR BY ANY MEANS WHATSOEVER, BY ANY PERSON 
WITHOUT MOODY'S PRIOR WRITIEN CONSENT. 

All information contained herein is obtained by MOODY'S from sources believed by it to be accurate and reliable. 
Because of the possibility of human or mechanical error as well as other factors, however, all information contained 
herein is provided "AS IS" without warranty of any kind. MOODY'S adopts all necessary measures so that the 
information it uses in assigning a credit rating is of sufficient quality and from sources MOODY'S considers to be 
reliable including, when appropriate, independent third-party sources. However, MOODY'S is not an auditor and 
cannot in every instance independently verify or validate information received in the rating process or in preparing 
the Moody's Publications. 

To the extent permitted by law, MOODY'S and its directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives, licensors 
and suppliers disclaim liability to any person or entity for any indirect, special, consequential, or incidental losses or 
damages whatsoever arising from or in connection with the information contained herein or the use of or inability to 
use any such information, even if MOODY'S or any of its directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives, 
licensors or suppliers is advised in advance of the possibility of such losses or damages, including but not limited 
to: (a) any loss of present or prospective profits or (b) any loss or damage arising where the relevant financial 
instrument is not the subject of a particular credit rating assigned by MOODY'S. 

To the extent permitted by law, MOODY'S and its directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives, licensors 
and suppliers disclaim liability for any direct or compensatory losses or damages caused to any person or entity, 
including but not limited to by any negligence (but excluding fraud, willful misconduct or any other type of liability 
that, for the avoidance of doubt, by law cannot be excluded) on the part of, or any contingency within or beyond the 
control of, MOODY'S or any of its directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives, licensors or suppliers, 
arising from or in connection with the information contained herein or the use of or inability to use any such 
information. 

NO WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AS TO THE ACCURACY, TIMELINESS, COMPLETENESS, 
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OF ANY SUCH RATING OR OTHER 
OPINION OR INFORMATION IS GIVEN OR MADE BY MOODY'S IN ANY FORM OR MANNER 
WHATSOEVER. 

MIS, a wholly-owned credit rating agency subsidiary of Moody's Corporation ("MCO"), hereby discloses that most 
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issuers of debt securities (including corporate and municipal bonds, debentures, notes and commercial paper) and 
preferred stock rated by MIS have, prior to assignment of any rating, agreed to pay to MIS for appraisal and rating 
services rendered by it fees ranging from $1,500 to approximately $2,500,000. MCO and MIS also maintain policies 
and procedures to address the independence of MIS's ratings and rating processes. Information regarding certain 
affiliations that may exist between directors of MCO and rated entities, and between entities who hold ratings from 
MIS and have also publicly reported to the SEC an ownership interest in MCO of more than 5%, is posted annually 
at:vv\y_ILV_JIJf!PslJIS.G.QJJ:1 under the heading "Shareholder Relations- Corporate Governance- Director and 
Shareholder Affiliation Policy." 

For Australia only: Any publication into Australia of this document is pursuant to the Australian Financial Services 
License of MOODY'S affiliate, Moody's Investors Service Pty Limited ABN 61 003 399 657AFSL 336969 and/or 
Moody's Analytics Australia Pty Ltd ABN 94 105 136 972 AFSL 383569 (as applicable). This document is intended 
to be provided only to "wholesale clients" within the meaning of section 761G of the Corporations Act 2001. By 
continuing to access this document from within Australia, you represent to MOODY'S that you are, or are 
accessing the document as a representative of, a "wholesale client" and that neither you nor the entity you 
represent wHI directly or indirectly disseminate this document or its contents to "retail clients" within the meaning of 
section 761G of the Corporations Act 2001. MOODY'S credit rating is an opinion as to the creditworthiness of a 
debt obligation of the issuer, not on the equity securities of the issuer or any form of security that is available to 
retail clients. It would be dangerous for "retail clients" to make any investment decision based on MOODY'S credit 
rating. If in doubt you should contact your financial or other professional adviser. 
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PNM Resources Inc. And Subsidiaries Outlook 
Revised to Positive; 'BBB' Credit Ratings Affirmed 

Overview 

• Albuquerq'Je, N.M. based PNM Resourcec:: Inc:. (PNMR) cc:mtinues to execute 

its strategy ot ettect1vely managing regulatory risk by minimizing 

regulatory lag. 

• We are rev1sing the rat:Jrg outlook on holding company PNN ResourrPs Tnc. 

and its ut~Lity subsidiaries Publi.c Service Co. of New Mexico and 

Texas-New Mexico Power Co. to pos tive from stable. 

• We are atf:rming the ratings on PNM Resources and 1ts subsidlaries, 

including the 'BBB' issuer credit ratings. 

• The posit ve outlook reflects the probability that the company's 

continued efforts to manage regu:atory risk could resu_t in a gradually 

business risk rrofile. 

Rating Action 

On J\pri] 30, 2014, St:andard & Poor's Ratings Services revno.ed its ratinc_4 

outlook on PNM Resources Inc. and Jts subsidiaries PuoLic Service Co. cf New 
Mexico and Texas-New Mexico Powe~ Co to cositive from stable. At t same 
time, we affirmed our ratings on PNM Resources and its subsldiaries, 1ncJudi~g 

the '883' }Ssuer credit ratings. 

Rationale 

l-Ie iJdse the positive outlook on our expect:at iors tha t.he company wi ' 

cunt.irLJe to gradu:tl y imr;rove 1 ts management ot reg·cll a tory risk by reducing 

its regulatory lag and consistently earning cl to 1ts a lowed t\.:rn on 

equ it~ y. \·Je believe this could .lead tc an ove ra l i mpr·overnen t of th<'> ccrnpany' s 
competitive pcsition and business risk prof', c. 

f)tandard & Poor's base.s its ratings orr New Mexico-based PNM Resources on its 
11 f3trong't business risk profil and nsigni:Eicont" finaucial risk profile as 

defined by our criteria. PNMR's subsidiaries include Public Ser'Jice Co. of New 

Mexico and Texas New Mexico Power Co. We v1ew PNMR as a ated utility 

company whose rates arc approximately regu~ated 70' by the New Mexico Public 

Regulation Commission, 22% by the Public Utility Comm:ssion of Texas, ancl s~, 

hy r"~'!P F'PrlPYAl F.nergy Pegul,:t~ory CcmiT:iS;3ion. 

The "strong" business risk profile reflects the company's lowe:-· risk reg·.1lated 
operations offset by .its "sat is factory" cornpet i ti vc position. This reflects 

the compar1y's weaker volatility of profitability compared with the utility 

WWW.STANDARDANDPOORS.COM APRIL30,2014 2 
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Research Upd,;te: P N M Resources !lzc". Ami Suhsidi,;rics Olltlook Rcuiscd to Posttwe; · B H B' Credit Ratin;;s 

industry avera~e. 

We view PNMR's t1nancial measures as consistent ·,rith the "significant" 

financ:al risk p~otile unaer the medial volatility table. The use of the 

Affirmed 

media volatility table reflects PNMR's lower risk rate-regulaten utilities; 

that include the higher ope~ating risk ot generation. lh1der our hase case 
scenario cf higher capital spending and minimal rate case increases ove~ the 

nex'- two years, we expect funds from operations to debt ot about 17% and debt 
tc:> EB-TDJ\ of about 4x. We expect that the company will be able U.J maintain its 

financial measures despite its r capital spending partia:ly through the 

use of riders. 

Outlook 

The pus.ilive outlook reflects the increased probability that PN1"R will 

continue to effective y manage regulatory risk, resc:lting in longer-term 

~onsistent improvement to the company's business risk profile. At the same 
time, we expect the company will maintair financial measures ttat are 

consistent with Uu= signi ficar:L financial risk profile C3tegory, despite its 
~igh ca~ital spending program. Specifically, we expect FFO to debt of about 

17% and debt lo EBITDA of about 4x. 

Upside Scenario 
we coc:ld rai:;e the ratinq if the company demmH:triltes rc:>:1sistent and effective 

regulatory risk management so that there IS longer-term imprnvemen~ to the 

company's volatility of profitability, leading to an avera}] t tn 

the company's business risk profile. At the samco time, we expect the rompcmy 
wil J maintain financi.::ll measures that are consistent with the middl.e of the 

::angt' for trw "significant" financia riE"k P'Of1 

Downside Scenario 
We could affirm the ratings and revise the outlook to stable if the is no 

improvement to tho company's business risk prof l This wo'c.Jlo most 

_ikely occur if the regu'atory lag persists and there is only minimal 

lmprcvement to the company's longe"--term '1olat 1ity of p~ofitabi i.ty. 

Liquidity 

PNMR has "adequate" liquidity, in our vieitl, and can more than cove:: itc needs 

for the next 1? months, even if EB!TDA decJ.ines by 10%. We expect the 

company's 1 iquidity sources over the next 12 months wiLl exceed i:s u::::e:::: by 

about l. :Jx. Under our stress scenario. we do not AXpPr+- that PNM? '·"auld 

require access to the capital markets during that period to meet its liquidity 

needs. 

WWW.STANDARDANDPOORS.COM APRIL 30, 2014 3 
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Research Upd11te: I'NM Resources Inc. And Suhsldzaries Outlook Rcuzscd to l'osztzuc; '[jf!fi' ( redzt Ratings 

Principal Liquidity Sources 

• Operating cash flow of more than $400 million in 2014. 

• Credit facility availabil1ty of more than $700 nil ion. 

• Minimal cas~ assumed. 

Principal Liquidity Uses 

• Ma:ntcnanc2 capital spend:n9 of about S400 ~i l1on. 
• Long term dsbt maturities of about ~;:_sc million in OJS. 

• Dividend payments of about $60 mill.ion. 

Recovery analysis 

• ~·Je rate the senior unsecurec5 debt at PNI'-~R (Jne notch loVJi.~:::: than the issuer 

credit rating because of structural subordi~at:on. This -esults from 
priority obligations exceeding 20\ of total assets. 

• We assign recovery ratings to tirst·mortgage bonds (FMBl :ssued by U.S. 
utilities, whid: can re::.1ult in 1ssue ratings being notched ubove a 
t:tility's corporutc credit ruting dcpcndiw:; on the rating category and 
the extent of the co.lLJtera.L coverage. The: Hms jssued by :J.S. utilitie" 
are a form of "secured utility bond" ISTJBJ thnt c;:ualify fer a recovery 
rating as defined in our criteria (see "Collateral Coverage 1\nd Isc;uc 
Notching Rules for 'l+' anc '1' Recovery Ratings en Senior Bends Secured 
by Uti;:ity Peal Property," ished Feb. 14, 2013) 

• The recovery methodology is supported by the ample historica record of 
10Cl% rec--overy fer secured bondholders in uti rty bankruptcies in the U.S. 
and our view that the factnrs t~at enhanced those recoveries (limited 
size of the creditor class and the durable ~al nf utilrty rat.c-based 

assets durinq and af::.er a iceorqanization gi'Jen tlw es::>ent.i 1 ire 
provJ ded and '1ig:1 replacement cost) wi l pen;ist in the futt;n". 

• Unc1er our SUB criter1a, we calc:J..Late a ratio of cYur estimate of thf: va-]U(: 

of the collateral pledged to bondholders relative to thP amount of PMRs 
outstanding. F~H ratings can exceed a utility's corporate credit rating 
by up to one notch in the 'A' category, two notches in the 'BBB' 
category, and three notches in speculative-grade categor1es, depending on 

the ca culated ratio. 
• Texas-New Mexico Power's FMBs benefit from a first-priority lien on 

sul~stantia~ ly all. :Jf the uti.li'~Y' ~; tt'al property owned 01:· subsequently 
acquired. CoJ aterotl coverage of mcnc than 2x "'llpporLs a recovery rating 
of '1+' and an issue rating two notches above the I2R. 

Ratings Score Snapshot 

Issuer Credit Rating: EBB/Positive/ 
Business risk: Strong 
• Industry risk: Very low risk 
• Country r1sk: Very luw risk 

Affirmed 
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Research Update: PNM Resources Inc. And Subsidiaries Outlook Revised to Positiue; 'BBB' Credit Ratmgs 

• Competitive position: Satisfactory 
Financial risk profile: Significant 
• Cash flow and leverage: Significant 
And1or: 'bbb' 
Modifiers: 
• Diversification/portfolio effect: Neutral (no impact) 
• Capital structure: Neutral (nc impact) 
• Financial policy: Neutral (no impacti 
• ~iquidity: Adequate (no impact) 
• Management and governance: Satisfactory (no impact) 
• Comparable rating analysis: Neutral (no impact) 

Related Criteria And Research 

Related Criteria 
• Methodology And l\.ssumptions: Liquidity Descriptors For Global Corporate 

Issuers, Jan. 2, 2014 

• Corporate Methodology, Nov. 19, 2013 

• Corporate Methodology: Ratios And Adiustments, Nov. 19, 2013 

• Metl:odology: Industry Risk, Nov. 19, 2013 

• Key Credit Factors For The Regulated Utilities Industry, Nov. 19, 2013 

• Group Rating Methodology, Nov. 19, 2013 

Ratings List 

Ratings Affirmed; Outlook Revised 

PNM Resources Inc. 
Public Service Co. of New Mexico 
Texas-New Mexico Power Co. 
Corporate Credit Rating 

Ratings Affirmed 

Texas-New Mexico Power Co. 
Senior Secured 

Recovery Rating 

PNM Resources Inc. 

To 

EBB/Positive/--

A-

1+ 

Senior Unsecured EBB-

Public se~v~ce Co. of New Mexico 
Senior Unsecured BB3 
Preferred Stock BB+ 

From 

EBB/Stable/--

Complete ratings information is available to subscribers of RatingsDirect at 

Affirmed 
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Research Update: PNM Re:;ources Inc. And Su/Jsufi,uies Outlouk Reuzsed to !'osTfll'l': 'BBB ·Credit Ratings 
Affirmed 

w;.,;w.globalcrcditportal.com and at \vww.spcapitaliq.com. All rat affected by 
this rating action con be found on Standard & Poor's public Web site at 
www.standardandpoors.com. Use the Ratings search box located in the left 
column. 
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No content (includmg rdings. crc>dit related analyses and data. model, sut\ware or other applie<ie>on rF ou~put therefrom) or any pact then·of 
(Content) may be modified, rewrse engineered. reproduced or di:mibutcd many fonn by any ·ncans, •)r stored m a databaoe or rctnevdi sy:;tem. 
WJthout the pnor wntten pemussmn ot S&P The Content shall not he used for any unlawful or unauthorized purposes S&P. FS afliliates. and any 
third-party providers. as well as their directors. officers, shareholders. employees or agents (collectively S&P Panics) do !!Ol guarantee the accuracv, 
comp!ctene;;s. tJmcLness or availabJIJty o! the Content. S&P Parties are not responsible for a:Jy errors or omissions. rq;<~rdk's of ·he cause for the 
results obtained from the use of the Content. or for the security or maintenarcc of ilny data input by the user. The Content is provided on an "as IS .. 
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Standard & Poor's Ratings Direct, January 7, 2014, "Utility Regulatory 
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!n Standard & Poor's Ratings Services' commentary "Assessing U.S. Investor-Owned Utility Regulatory Environments," 

published on Jan. 7. 2014, on Ratings Direct, we discussed our views on what constitutes a credit-supportive regulatory 

cllmate m the LJ S 

We use those factors to create assessments of the regulatory environments in jurisdictions that regulate the electric, 

gas. and water utilities that we rate. We base the assessments on quantitative and qualitative factors, focusing on four 

main categories: the stability of the basic regulatory paradigm employed in the jurisdiction, tariff-setting procedures, 

financial stability, and the political independence of the regulator. 

The following table, which lists the jurisdictions in rank order, and map show our updated assessments of regulatory 

JUrisdictions. Since the scale is now global and the categories are different, comparisons to the previous assessments 

are not valid. 

Re~Jatory Jurisdictions For Investor-Owned Utilities In The U.S. 

Strong Strong/ Adequate Adequate Adequate/Weak Weak 

US. (federal) 

Wisconsin 

Flonda 

M1chlgan 

Alahnrnrl 

California 

Georgia 

Louisi;:ma 

Minnesota 

Oklahoma 

Texas (RR Comm ) 

South Carolfna Vern-.ont 

North Carolina PennsvlwmiJ 

Kentucky Vir~mia 

CrJiorado Oregon 

Kansas 

Tennessee 

Nevada 

Maine 

Utah 

Wyorning 

Indiana 

Arkansas 

South Dakota 

Arizona 

North Dakota 

Idaho 

New York 

Illinois 

Hawaii 

----------·-------

·---------------
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Utility Regulatory Assessments Fur U.S. lnl'cstor-Owncd Utifllws 

Regulatory Jurisdictions For Investor-Owned Utilities In The 
U.S. (cont.} 

Ohio 

l'v!asoachusetts 

New Jersey 
------------ -------------------------------------

West VIrginia 

Rhode Island 

Delaware 

i'v!!SSOUJl 

Texas (PUC) 

Connecucut 

District of Columbi_t 
----------------------------------------·----------------------

Mary:and 

Washmgton 

New Mexico 

New Hampshire 
------ --------

Monldna 
----·-------------------

• StrJrg II S!rong!P..dequale • A.dequate • Adequatei'v"kak Iii ~i\'eak 

U.S.. (federal) ts 'Stror.g· af\d D;~!riot of Colurnbia >5 ·strong/Adequate· 
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Utility Rcgul<~tury Asse:o::>ll11'1lls Frn US lm·estor-Owned Utihttes 

Related Criteria And Research 

Related Criteria 
• Criteria I Corporates I General: Corporate Methodology, Nov. 19, 2013 

• Cnteria I Corporates I Utilities: Key Credit Factors For nle Regulated Uti!! ties lndustry, Nov. 19. 2013 

Related Research 
• Assessing US Investor-Owned Utility Regulatory Environments . .Jan. 7, 2014 
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No conter.t (including ratings. crt<dit·rclated dllaly,cs d!ld data, valuc1ions. model. soitwdre or orher appitca:ion or output therefrom) or anv oat1 
thereof {Conten1) may be rnodlfif'd, rt·vcrW' engineered, reproduced or distrjbutcd many lorrn by any rneans, or ston:.:d in a database or rctrjcval 
system. vrnthout the prwr writlert p"nnbsio:r ofSt;mdard & Poor's Financial Services LLC or its affiliates (collcctrvdy. S&l') The Content sh<ill not be• 
used for any unlawful or t:nauthorized purposes S&P and any third-party providers. as well as their directors. oflicem, shareholders. employee~ or 

agents (collectively S&P l'drltes) do not guarantee the ace~; racy, completeness. tirne:iness or avatlabtilty of the Content. S&P Parties arc not 
"''por·,ihle for any errors or omtsSJons (negligent or othHwrse). cegardlcss of the cause. for the rc::ult:; nbtamcd from the use of the Content. or lor 
the security or maintenance ol any data mput by the user The Crmtent ts provtded on an "as ts" basts. S&P PARTIES DISCLAIM ANY A"'D ALL 
EXPRESS OR IMPUED WARJ<AN~'IES. iNCLUDING. BUT NOT LIMITED TO. ANY WARRANTIES OF MEf<CllANTAB!UTY OR FITNESS FOI< 

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE. FI<FEDOM FROM BUGS, SOFTWARE ERRORS OR DEFECTS. THAT THE CONTENTS FUNCTTONJN(; 
WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED OR TI-li\T THE CONTENT WILL OPERATE WITH ANY SOFTWARE OR fiARilWARE CONFIGURATrON In rto 
ewnt shal: S&P l'ar1les bt· l1able to any party lor any direct. Fldirect. modcn:aL exemplary, compensatory. punitive. special or consequenfli<l 
darnages, costs:. expenst's. !t"gal fees, or los~;es (including. withont l:nJitdtion. lost mcomt~ or lost profits and opportunity costs lo:...:,cs ~·cused by 
nc};!igPrK'f:} m connf'c!mn v.r1th anv IJSP ot the Content even if adv;:.ed of the po:;s1bi!Jty d damages 

Crt:dit-rc1ated and other anFJlyse<:;, mc:udmg rating:;. and ~tatenu~nts m ~he Content are staternents of r"pminn of the date they are expres_;;ed and 

no~ staternents of fact S&P':~ opimon:~, ann lyses, and ratmg acknm .. vlcdgm·ent decisions (descnbed below) arc not recOinmcndation,s to ;::;urchase, 
hold. or seU any secunt1es or !o rnake any investment dcclswns. and do not addre~;s :hr~ :~uitah1hty nf ,lny secunty. S&P as:>urncs nu obligation to 
Lpdatc the Content fo'lowing publication in any fonn o;- format ~'he Conl""' sltou;d not be reiied on and is not 3 ·;ubst!!ute for the skill. judgme!ll 
.:1nd experience of the user. its m;magcment, employt·es. adVISors and/or chenh when makmg investme:1:1 n:1c c!Ger buslne-.;s decis.Jons S& P does 

not act as a tlduciary or c.n i:lvestment cdv1sor except where rcgislered suer~ YVh1le S&P has obtained intonnat:on frorn sources it bdwvcs !o be 
reliable S&P does not perl.orm an audit and undertokPs no dnty of rim' cltligencc or mdepcndent vcr:ficatinn of any mformaticn Jl receJVe,;. 

To the extent that regulatory authoritie.<., ;dlov,: a rrttmg agency to acknowledge in cne JtnisdJctlon a rating issued in another junsdtction for ccrtam 

regulatory purpc>es, S&P rl'serve' the nght to assign, withdraw. or suspend :,uch acknowledgement at any tnne and m rts sole discretion. S&P 
Pnrties disclain1 ~my dnty wha:soever arising out of the assignmt'nt vnthdrawa,, or suspension of an acknowlcdgntcnt a:J: well as any liability for any 
damage alleged to have bee:1 suffered on Jccount thereof 

S&P keeps cenam activ1tics of rts business units separilte from each uthec m ordt·r to preserve the: independence and objectrvity ot their respectivt~ 

activ~tjcs. As a result. certain busmess units of S&P may have information that 1S not avallable "o other S&r bu:sLlC'S1J units. S&P has established 
polictes and procedures to mam:ain the confJdentia:ity of certam nonpub.Ic inionnatton received in connection with each anaiytical r)focpss 

S&P may receive compcnsanon for rts ratmgs anc ccrtam analyses, normally from issuers or underwriter; of securitie or from ohlisms SR,P 
reserves the right to d1ssemmate its opinions and analyses S&P's public ratings and analys:::s arc made available on its WdJ sitt.>s. 

wv...w srandardandpoors.com (Jrcc o! charge), and \V\Vv:.ratingsdlrcctccm and 'NWw.globak:rcdjtportaJ.corn (~ubscription) rmd r..\WVJ spcapitahq.corn 

(:;ubscription) and may be distributed :hrough other means, including via S&P publications and third·parly redistributoro Add; tiona! information 

abour our ratmgs tees :s avar!ahle dt www standardandpoors.com/us~a:ingsfees. 
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BEFORE THE NEW MEXICO PUBLIC REGULATION COMMISSION 

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPLICATION 
OF PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF NEW 
MEXICO FOR REVISION OF ITS RETAIL 
ELECTRIC RATES PURSUANT TO ADVICE 
NOTICE NO. 507 

PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF NEW MEXICO, 
Applicant. 

) 
) 
) Case No. 14-00332-UT 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 

______________________________________) 

AI<'FID A VIT 

STATE OF NEW MEXICO ) 
) ss 

COUNTY OF BERNALILLO ) 

ELISABETH A. EDEN, Executive Director, Financial Planning and Business 

Analysis for PNMR Services Company, upon being duly sworn according to law, under 

oath, deposes and states: I have read the foregoing Direct Testimony and Exhibits of 

Elisabeth A. Eden and it is true and accurate based on my own personal knowledge and 

belief. 

GCG # 518946 
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